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GET’S THE JOB DONE THE RIGHT WAY. RIGHT AWAY.
Combining the best of two-way radio with digital technology, the MOTOTRBO XPR 6580 digital portable
radio delivers increased capacity, integrated data communications, exceptional voice quality and 
extended battery performance. Available in 800/900 MHz frequency bands for conventional systems, 
the XPR 6580 features an integrated GPS module, full keypad and display and is built to the globally 
recognized ETSI DMR Tier 2 standard. 

XPR 6580 radios are also available for use on SMARTNET® / Privacy Plus™ analog trunking systems. 
These models meet demanding specifications, offer high battery capacity and support 20 trunked 
systems while providing an easy migration path from analog to digital technology.

MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are registered in the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office. All other product or service names are the property of their respecitve owners. © Motorola, Inc 2008. All rights reserved. 
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Editor’s Note
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is at risk of the user, and Sound & Picture shall not 
be liable for any damages incurred by the materi-
als contained. 
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 I suppose by now you’ve heard about 
Trew Audio purchasing Coffey Sound. 
It will be a wonderful marriage. After 
years of being owned by a company that 
had little to do with production sound 
mixing, Coffey Sound is now part of 
Trew Audio, a company and owner who 
totally understands every facet of our 
business. In fact, the first orders were to 
keep doing what we do best. Well, one 
of those things is putting this magazine 
out to the community. So without further 
ado, enjoy this issue of Sound & Picture:
 Everyone working in our craft had 
an epiphany at some time that made us 
know we had more than just a passing 
interest in sound. Mine came while 
growing up in Van Nuys, California. It 
was a dictionary perfect middle class 
neighborhood. We lived on a city block 
called Lemona Ave., and thought all kids 
grew up the way we did. It wasn’t till 
years later that we all realized this was a 
very special street, because almost every 
home on the block had kids between the 
age of 12-16 years old. This particular 
year, I was 15, and couldn’t wait to get 
home from school, because our street 
was always taken over for a baseball, 
football or capture the flag game, every 
single day. On hot summer nights, we’d 
even play spin the bottle with the girls, 
but that’s another story. Who wouldn’t 
want a childhood like ours? My two best 
friends growing up were George Tyson 
and Brad Ebert. They always will be too. 
George became a great boom operator 
and Brad would have joined Local 695 
with us too, but opted to raise his family 
in Kentucky. 
    Lemona Ave. was already utopia. Then, 
just when we thought it couldn’t get any 
better, it did.  In 1969, a famous pop star 

relocated to LA from 
Motown and took 
up residence on our 
street. Del Shannon 
had moved into 
the house across 
the street from me 
and thus began my 
love of audio and 
the greatest couple 
years of my life. 
He had several hit 
songs in the 60s. His 
most famous song 
was called Runaway. 
( R e m e m b e r 

humming to “...my little runaway”?) 
For one year this guy was once bigger 
than the Beatles and they toured as his 
back up act. Del had pictures on his wall 
working with the Beatles, Stones, Elvis 
and all the big names from that era. 
Much to our awestruck glee, many of 
those celebrities visited his house, on 
our block. Did I mention it was across the 
street from me?
 Del would play games in the street 
with us too and was like one of our 
gang. Our fathers were jealous. While 
they were off at work, Del would knock 
on their doors and ask if their kids could 
come out and play. Del was just like a 
big kid himself, as he had no real job 
except to write and play music in his 
soundproofed home studio, where he let 
us twiddle with his gear all we wanted. 
It started with two 4-track Studors 
and later on he installed the world’s 
first gorgeous 3M 8-track recorder.  
 Del took a particular liking to George 
Tyson and the whole Tyson family in 
general (He even married George’s foxy 
sister Lee Ann, when she grew up). As 
his favorite, George had all access to 
everything Del did, and so that meant 
Brad and I did too. George became Del’s 
unofficial chauffeur and drove his flashy 
big Cadillac around for him. I would jump 
into the front seat on recording days. 
You see, these were really the main 
recording sessions for Del’s songwriting 
because he needed that creative 
freedom for brainstorming while George 
drove him along the coast and deserts. 
 Del also had the latest in modern 
portable tape recorders, a mono battery 
operated Motorola recorder with a built-
in microphone... but to me, it might 
as well have been a Deva 5. George 
may have had the driving honors but I 
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ordained myself to be the chief recording 
sound mixer in that car. That first ride-
along was the exact moment I forever 
understood the importance of getting 
the track laid down. Del could always 
duplicate it later, but he had to have it 
on tape, the first time. Of course there 
wasn’t much to it but pushing the record 
and play button at the same time, but 
it was important to me. When I played 
something back for Del, my heart raced, 
just as it still did 20 years later when a 
set director asked to hear something 
played back to them. 
 Del would play his riffs on his custom 
12-string Fender guitar, trying to make 
inspired music magically happen. Often 
it did. I remember when Brian Hyland 
(Teany Weany, Polka Dot Bikini fame) 
was in the back seat of the limo and they 
worked on a song called Gypsy Woman. 
That was a memorable for me to record 
it first in the limo and then hear the 
studio version later as a number one hit 
on the radio only a few weeks later. Del 
would wait patiently for me to find the 
cue. Then the pressure was on as I had to 
then fast forward to where we stopped 
recording and not erase anything. 
(Something I wish I remembered on a 
show years later, but that’s a story I’d 
rather forget). Then came the vigilance 
just to not run out of recording tape (Ok, 
so that’s another lesson I forgot once in 
my later years... nobody’s perfect). 
    So began what was technically the 
beginning of my career in audio. Some 
assume my audio career began because 
my dad ran the sound union. I readily ad-
mit I was born with the proverbial silver 
sound spoon, but my attraction to audio 
really began that first day with Del Shan-
non.

Many famous artists parked 
on Lemona Ave, as Del had a big part in 
their careers by his contributions help-
ing them and writing hit songs, such 
as I Go To Pieces for Chad and Jeremy. 
Del’s music is still heard in many tv and 
film scores for big directors like Michael 
Mann. Late in Del’s career, Tom Petty, 
who was a huge fan, actually honored 
Del by taking him on his tour to sing with 
The Traveling Wilburys. Del Shannon 
sadly died in 1990, but his music lives on 
forever in millions of iPods everywhere. 
Lemona Ave was so proud in 1999, when 
Del was inducted into the Rock n’ Roll 
Hall of Fame. Del Shannon was a swell 
guy and a great influence in my life. S&P
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Snippets

Fabi, production mixer hilary Stewart & Kristie 

Stephen Tibbo on the red carpet at the Creative Arts Emmys

Coffey Sound’s booth at the Cine Gear Expo

Brian wittle, Denise Martinez & Ben patrick during the 
Creative Arts Awards

Jim Lakin off the coast of Puerto Rico

Check out more Emmy photos from the 
2011 Creative Arts Awards

on page 16.

Sound Mixer “Mr. Woody” Stubblefield, on the Venice set which won a  
2011 Daytime Emmy for Outstanding Special Class Format
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Robert demoing Zaxnet for local sound mixers 

Chinese mixer, Cloud Wang, showing off his Zaxcom fitted cart

Sebastian from Ambient Recording hanging out in 
our service department 

Meet Jack Moran - assistant editor of S&P and the
person who conjured our magazine’s name

Seth and Kriky at their 5th Annual Sound Dept. BBQ

We’re always looking for photos to add to 
our Snippets section. Whether your’e on set

with your crew or doing something funny, feel free
to send it to daron @coffeysound.com.  
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It’s Always Sunny 
in Philadelphia

S&P recently had the pleasure of visiting 
George Flores, production sound mixer 
for It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia dur-
ing a location shoot day. The hilarious 
dark comedy is entering its 7th sea-
son which airs on FX Thursday nights. 
 Fans of Always Sunny are transport-
ed to a rundown watering hole owned 
and operated by some amazingly self-
ish malcontents. The shot-on-location 
sitcom started from a no-budget pitch 
shot by the main actors on a DVX100 
and has evolved into a major produc-
tion pouring around 65 million dollars 
into the Los Angeles economy. The pro-
duction behind the show is much larger 
and more sophisticated than the show 
lets on and the sizable cast and crew 
work extremely hard to make sure the 
illusion of simplicity persists. The day 
we visited set there were 165 profes-
sionals hard at work, one of them be-
ing George, who was tucked in a cor-
ner by the screen of a movie theater.  
 “From the moment you start, it’s 
like a tank is following you,” Flores 
similizes. Experience has served him 
well, however. His cart’s arsenal in-
cludes fourteen Lectrosonics wireless 
on hand (just in case) not to mention 
Lectrosonics IFB, Comtek 216s and a 

Sennheiser G3 wireless “Voice of God” 
system. Wireless booms and talent 
transmitters feed into a Yamaha O1v96 
digital console which is used to create 
his mix track. The ISO’s and mix track 
are recorded to a Zaxcom Deva V and 
a backup mix goes to a Sound Devices 
744T. George’s mix then goes into video 
village where it’s distributed to camer-
as. He also utilizes a small Cat-5e balun 
that sends audio and returns three vid-
eo signals back to a set of rack-mount-
ed monitors for their camera set-ups.  
 The three (sometimes four) Sony 
EX-3 cameras are tethered to video 
village through custom cable rigs that 
send audio and get HD SDI video from 
each camera. 15” TV Logic monitors 
display each shot in HD and loop the 
signal to downconverters. The result-
ing SD signal is fed to George and to 
a small ‘director’s station’ placed closer 
to the action. The station is a board 
with three 7” SD monitors that pro-
vides a quick reference for the creators. 
Lock-it boxes, jammed by George each 
morning, provide timecode sync to each 
camera all day and put the finishing 
touch on a system that works very well. 
 “I came into season four of Always 
Sunny with a mandate to get good 

sound,” Flores explains. “The first three 
weeks were difficult for our depart-
ment, yet, once the lighting approach 
was adapted to work with sound, our 
team was able to make use of booms 
95% of the time. It would be a dif-
ferent show if it were played on the 
wires all the time,” mentions Flores.  
 “A little slower on the hand-job,” 
the director says with no hint of irony 
in his voice. The cast and crew then 
switch seamlessly between scenes 
without cutting cameras, grabbing es-
sential pieces along the way. When the 
camera eventually cuts and ‘moving 
on’ is called, fifty people stream out of 
the theater. Camera operators discon-
nect from the tether and hop into a van 
with their cameras in tow so they can 
start framing up at the next location. 
The four person sound crew begins to 
exit and work diligently preparing to 
load their carts into a production truck.  
 Boom operator, Valeria Ghiran, 
greeted us as we arrived and entered 
the second location, a bar in downtown 
Los Angeles called Golden Gopher. As 
the eyes and ears to the set, she quickly 
explained the layout as ‘one boom, three 
wires’ before disappearing to help un-
load carts from the camera truck. K-Tek 

by Robert Kennedy

Service person Alexis Schulman, mixer George Flores, 
utility Daniel Quintana & boom Valeria Ghiran
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poles with Ambient Quikloks are used with Denecke P48 sup-
plies and SMQV transmitters. Microphones alternate between 
the Sennheiser MKH50 and the Sanken CS-3e. The 50’s offer 
an accurate representation of the voice and a nice bottom end 
flavor. George settled on the Sanken, because he noticed it 
had a lot of rejection and more importantly, his ears liked the 
Sanken the most. “You have to trust your ears,” adds Flores.  
 The second boom operator/utility is Daniel Quin-
tana. Daniel also does triple duty when there is music/
audio playback. Fortunately, his job becomes more man-
ageable when the Sound Service person, Alexis Shuman 
is present. Everyone who works the show improves their 
booming and wiring ability because of the sheer amount 
of work involved during the eight hour production day.  
 George enjoyed working for other mixers, but made an in-
formed decision to leave more lucrative projects to become 
a full-time mixer. Having worked as a utility tech and a boom 
operator on a dizzying array of TV Shows and feature films 
over the years, he finds that the full experience in one’s craft 
is essential to knowing what’s going to happen on set while 
sitting in that chair. “I decided to become a mixer because 
I learned from the right people and they gave me the confi-
dence to forge my own views of how I wanted things done, 
what equipment to use and of what to care about sonically. It 
was a gradual progression. To be a good mixer it’s a combi-
nation of many talents (or faults). You need charm, technical 
skill, humility and salesmanship,” explains Flores. Frank (Danny DeVito), Charlie (Charlie Day) & Dee (Kaitlin Olson)

drinking on the set of Paddy’s Irish Pub

George Flores during his mix

S&P
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host Jeannie Mai & Michael Mori
who’s booming who?

How Do I Look?
by Daron James

 Mori’s back-story is similar to a 
lot of other mixers you’ll find out there 
working in the dark corners of a studio 
stage or tied to a bag on location. Grow-
ing up, Michael had a genuine curiosity 
in music, and then became interested 
in recording as a career when he found 
himself in a studio during his junior 
year of high school. Soon, opportunities 
started to present themselves and he 
was able to record local bands as well as 
his own band’s material. “Our studio was 
basically a garage we turned into a re-
cording room, and I really enjoyed step-
ping up and working with the recording 

estled high atop the 16th floor on Los Angeles’s Wilshire Blvd., lives the quaint production 
offices of Style Network’s How Do I Look?. If you haven’t crossed paths with this influential 
show, it centers on the premise of giving someone a makeover. At first glance, you can easily roll your eyes at the idea of a 

makeover show, but How Do I look? is different. Host Jeannie Mai, is challenged with the task of spinning a ‘fashion victim’s’ some-
times dreadful wardrobe into an updated look that sheds a light of confidence into their life. By the episode’s end, you appreciate 
the arc of the changeover and the glow on the person’s face is overwhelmingly filled with joy. It’s one of the small shows out there 
that gives back as much as they can... The production sound mixer brought in to capture this uplifting journey is Michael Mori. 

N
gear,” mentions Mori.
 Fast forward to 2005. Michael is in 
his final year at Full Sail University study-
ing music, and he’s introduced to audio 
post production for film. “Literally, it was 
my last month of school. I took a mix-
ing audio for post production class and 
everything changed… again,” says Mori. 
“I didn’t know anything about movies 
before, but during that class, I realized I 
wanted to move to Hollywood and take a 
chance.” 
 After he packed up his car and drove 
cross country from Waldorf, Maryland, 
Mori found himself wearing spandex in-

stead of mixing audio. Let me explain. 
One of his first nights in Hollywood while 
looking for a job, a woman told Michael 
he would be perfect for her kid’s par-
ties. “For the first two or three months 
in LA, I dressed up as a Power Ranger or 
Prince Charming for kids – it was ridicu-
lous,” laughs Mori. The birthdays eventu-
ally turned into working scripted murder 
mysteries and from a little conversation 
at one of those parties with a guy about 
what Michael ‘really’ wanted to do in La-
La land, he landed a job at a post house. 
“It’s weird how you can get your foot in 
the door, but I was glad I did. I cleaned 
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and repaired film. The post job wasn’t 
glamorous, but it allowed me to work 
small crew gigs on the weekend,” adds 
Mori.
 From those small gigs, Michael 
eventually was asked to be the produc-
tion coordinator on an independent film. 
His post job wouldn’t allow him to take 
the time off so he ultimately quit and 
hasn’t looked back since. Working with 
people like Don Summer, Randy “Sound 
Ranger” Lawson and Coffey Sound’s very 
own, Jon Hicks, Mori was able to find his 
way and landed the How Do I Look? job 
from a referral of a DP he worked with 
on an indie film. 
 Standing on set of the Daytime 
Emmy nominated show; you could tell 
the small crew was family-like. From the 
moment S&P was there, they were giv-
ing Michael an earful of teasing – hand-
ing him water bottles with ‘Best Sound 
Guy Ever’ labeled on it, calling out ‘right 
away Mr. Mori’ and ‘thank you Mr. Mori.’ 
It was hilarious and all in good fun. When 
the bell did sound (though there wasn’t 
an actual bell) the crew was as profes-
sional as any I’ve seen. Shot mainly with 
two cameras, Michael is tasked with be-
ing a one-man-band on set. “Wiring is 
my savior on this show,” says Mori. 
 The format has fairly stayed the 
same over the season which allows Mori 
and the rest of the crew to stay finely 
tuned. The Wilshire building serves as 
the show’s main set where the ‘fashion-
ably inclined’ get to critique the newly 
found fashion that Jeannie and a few 
friends have chosen for them to possi-
bly wear. Mori’s typical day starts out by 

unloading his gear 
from a secured van 
on site. After re-
ceiving a rundown 
of the day’s seg-
ments, he’ll turn on 
his gear, then prep 
his wires and trans-
mitters. If they’re 
on location, Mori 
will help set up 
Video Village. Mori 
is the definition 
of bag man with 
his center piece 
being the Sound 
Devices 788T on 
a BDS system. He 
uses a combina-
tion of Lectroson-
ics transmitters for 
his wireless lavs that include the SMQVs 
and SMVs with Sanken COS-11D lavs. 
Two UM400s are used as hops for the 
left and right channel mix into the cam-
eras which are equipped with Lectroson-
ics SRa5Ps audio receivers. On set, an 
SMQV is used for his IFB transmission 
and he’ll jam sync the cameras directly 
with the 788T about twice a day. Mori 
used to run UCR411s, but he needed a 
more robust RF so he went with a VR 
Field Modular in his bag so he can run 
larger antennas on location shoots. 
For Mori’s mix, he sets up the first two 
tracks to be the left and right mix, the 
third for Jeannie’s lav and then the guest 
and other ISO’s follow. He can run up to 
7 tracks for this hour long ENG styled 
show. Since Mori is by himself, he doesn’t 

have the luxury of a boom operator. “The 
show is cut together with a music track 
underneath which allows me to get away 
with things typical episodics can’t,” ex-
plains Mori. “If we didn’t have the music 
track, we’d really have to dampen some 
of the sets, they make a lot of floor 
noise.” He runs his mix track a little hot-
ter than all the ISO tracks and generally 
uses a color-coded system to mark his 
mix tracks.
 When they record wild lines or need 
to run a track for ‘man on the street’ in-
terviews, Mori uses the Sennheiser MKH 
60 or the Sanken CS-2. Between seg-
ments and cutting his lunch short, Mori 
will wire the guests himself, re-lock the 
cameras for timecode and double check 
his gear to make sure it’s fully powered 

Michael wiring a guest during the crew lunch break

Michael in his mix at the wilshire location A peek into Mori’s sound bag 
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and in working order. “With a reaction show like this, it’s im-
portant to get clean audio the first time,” adds Mori. “The one 
thing I created is a great rapport with Jeannie and the wardrobe 
department. She can wear some tight clothing sometimes and 
it’s great to be able to just give them the transmitter and lav in 
a bag and they’ll take care of the rest. After a quick check, we’re 
usually good to go.”   
 Mike will be the first to tell you that when he first started 
out on the show, it was a lot of trial an error. Especially being 
by himself. The first season of the show, Mori tried to boom 
everything himself which was extremely difficult. “The best way 
to learn is to do it and see if it works. If it doesn’t, you know you 
have to change what you’re doing,” says Mori. “Watching the 
show at home allowed me to adjust anything I thought could 
be better on set the next day.” After he gained more confidence 
with his wiring ability, he slowly faded out the boom and was 
able to be more efficient on set. “One of the more ingenious 
pieces of gear I started using on this show is a simple stand for 
my Petrol bag. It’s just a C-stand with a mounted piece of wood 
on top, but it gives my back a huge break through the long day 
of shooting,” mentions Mori. When I asked him what he couldn’t 
live without on set, he said his utility pouch. “It has everything I 
need in it. When someone asks for something, I’ll have it. Scis-
sors, moleskin, top stick, pens. Having it all on me is so incred-
ibly handy,” says Mori. 
 The biggest part of the show is the reveal of the final 
makeover, which is filmed outside at the Hollywood and High-
land complex in front of a live audience. “The Highland location 
was one of the reasons why I was looking for a more robust RF. 
I would get hits every so often and I wanted to minimize that 
potential as much as possible,” explains Mori. As the segment 
builds and the makeover is slowly turned to the anticipation of 
the on-lookers, Mori has already set up his antenna tree, a PA 
system, and hard-lined a mono mix to a board behind the stage 

to capture every audio moment. With all the cameras in place 
and the reactions ready to be tracked, our newly made over 
guest is finally revealed with an onslaught of cheers and smiles. 
To think something so small like a haircut or a wardrobe change 
can greatly affect a way a person is perceived or how much 
confidence it can give them is a pretty fantastic moment to be 
a part of. At least it was for me. But the night is still young for 
Mori. The crew eventually will end up shooting multiple reveals 
throughout the night before packing up and heading home from 
their 8 AM call time. 
 You can watch new episodes of How Do I Look? hosted by 
Jeannie Mai on the Style Network. Be sure to check your local 
listings. Special thanks to Michael and the rest of the crew for 
letting S&P hangout with them on set. 

Some of the set production crew with Jeannie

Moments before the big reveal at the Hollywood & Highland complex

S&P
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63rd Creative Arts Emmy Awards

From the early morning nominations weeks 
prior to the camera flickering on the red 
carpet and champagne toasts of this year’s 
Emmy winners, S&P was there providing 
coverage during one of TV’s biggest nights. 
Congratulations to all the nominees and win-
ners in every category. Here are highlights 
from a few of our favorites.  

Congratulations

SOUND MIXING
For A Comedy or Drama Series (One hour)
House
Von Varga, Production Sound Mixer;
Juan Cisneros, Production Sound Mixer;
Joseph DeAngelis, Re-Recording Mixer;
Brad North, Re-Recording Mixer

For A Miniseries Or A Movie
The Kennedys – Lancer And Lace
Henry Embry, Production Sound Mixer;
Frank Morrone, Re-Recording Mixer;
Stephen Traub, Re-Recording Mixer;
Larold Rebhun, Music Score Mixer

For A Comedy Or Drama Series (Half-Hour) 
Family Guy – Road To The North Pole
Patrick Clark, Production Sound Mixer;
James F. Fitzpatrick, Re-Recording Mixer

For A Variety Or Music Series Or Special
American Idol – Finale
Edward J. Greene, Production Mixer;
Randy Faustino, Music Mixer;
Patrick Baltzell, PA Mixer;
Michael Parker, Monitor Mixer

For Nonfication Programming
Deadliest Catch – Redemption Day
Bob Bronow, C.A.S., Re-Recording Mixer

SOUND EDITING
For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Special
The Pillars Of The Earth – The Work Of Angels
Marcel Pothier, Supervising Sound Editor;
Christian Rivest, Sound Designer;
Antoine Morin, Sound Effects Editor;
Dominik Pagacz, Sound Effects Editor;
Guy Pelletier, Music and Dialogue Editor;
Tom Trafalski, Music Editor;
Guy Francoeur, Foley Artist

For a Nonfiction Programming
Gettysburg
Charles Maynes, Sound Editor;
Zach Seivers, Sound Design;
Brent Kiser, Sound Effects Editor

For A Series
Boardwalk Empire – Boardwalk Empire (Pilot)
Philip Stockton, Supervising Sound Editor;
Eugene Gearty, Sound Effects Editor;
Fred Rosenberg, Dialogue Editor;
Marissa Littlefield, ADR Editor;
Steve Visscher, Foley Editor;
Jennifer Dunnington, Music Editor;
Marko Costanzo, Foley Artist

CINEMATOGRAPHY
For A Multi-camera Series
Two And A Half Men – 
Hookers, Hookers, Hookers
Steven V. Silver, DP

For A Single-camera Series
Boardwalk Empire – Home
Jonathan Freeman, DP

For A Miniseries or Movie
Downton Abbey (Masterpiece) – Part 1
David Katznelson, DFF, D.F.F., B.S.C., DP

For A Reality programming
Deadliest Catch – Redemption Day
Cinematography Team

For A Nonfiction Programming
Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations – Haiti
Zach Zamboni, DP; Todd Liebler, DP

PICTURE EDITING
For A Comedy Series (Single Or 
Multi-Camera)
How I Met Your Mother – Subway Wars
Sue Federman, Edited by

For A Special (Single or Multi-Camera)
Lady GaGa Presents The Monster Ball Tour: 
At Madison Square Garden
Mike Polito, Editor;
Bill DeRonde, Editor;
Kevin O’Dea, Editor;
Katie Hetland, Editor

For Nonfiction Programming
Freedom Riders
Lewis Erskine, Edited By;
Aljernon Tunsil, Edited By

For Reality programming
Deadliest Catch – Redemption Day
Josh Earl, Supervising Editor;
Kelly Coskran, Supervising Editor;
Alex Durham, Editor

For A Drama Series
Boardwalk Empire – Boardwalk Empire (Pilot)
Sidney Wolinsky, A.C.E., Editor

For A Miniseries Or A Movie
Cinema Verite
Sarah Flack, A.C.E., Editor;
Robert Pulcini, Editor

SPECIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
For A Series
Boardwalk Empire – Boardwalk Empire (Pilot)
Robert Stromberg, Visual Effects Designer;
David Taritero, Visual Effects Producer;
Justin Ball, Visual Effects Supervisor;
Paul Graff, Visual Effects Supervisor;
David Taritero, Visual Effects Producer;
Richard Friedlander, Visual Effects Producer;
Robert Stromberg, Visual Effects Designer;
Steve Kirshoff, Special Effects Coordinator;
J. John Corbett, Lead Compositor;
Brian Sales, Lead Compositor;
Ah Dee, Lead Compositor

For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Special
Gettysburg
Kent Johnson, Visual Effects Supervisor;
J. David Everhart, Visual Effects Producer;
Mike Yip, Lead Visual Effects Animator;
Jon Rhinehardt, Lead Visual Effects  
Compositor;
Jason Korber, Visual Effects Compositor;
Jared Jones, Visual Effects Compositor;
Ethan Summers, Lead Model Maker;
Brent Steinberg, CGI Artist;
Max Poolman, Special Effects Supervisor

DIRECTING
For A Comedy Series
Modern Family - Halloween
Michael Alan Spiller, Directed by

For A Drama Series
Boardwalk Empire - Boardwalk Empire (Pilot)
Martin Scorsese, Directed by

For A Miniseries, Movie or Dramatic 
Special
Downton Abbey (Masterpiece) - Part 1
Brian Percival, Directed by

For A Variety, Music or Comedy Series
Saturday Night Live - Host: Justin Timberlake
Don Roy King, Directed by

For A Variety, Music or Comedy Special
Sondheim! The Birthday Concert 
(Great Performances)
Lonny Price, Directed by

For Nonfiction Programming
Gasland
Josh Fox, Directed by

Photos courtesy of 
The Television Academy

Mark Davis/PictureGroup
Phil McCarten/Picture Group 

MUSIC  COMPOSITION 
For A Series
American Masters - John Muir In The New World
Garth Neustadter, Music by

For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Special 
Mildred Pierce - Part Five
Carter Burwell, Music by



Zach Zamboni, Todd liebler - Outstanding Cinematography 
Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations

Steve Silver - Outstanding Cinematography 
Two And A Half Men

phillip Stockton - Outstanding Sound Editing
Accepting for the Boardwalk Empire team

The team - Outstanding Sound Mixing 
The Kennedys

Jasmine & Steve Morantz, (Parks & Rec)  
with Nina & John Coffey 

The team - Outstanding Sound Editing 
Boardwalk Empire

patrick Clark & James Fitzpatrick - 
Outstanding Sound Mixing 

Family Guy

Bob Bronow with wife Debra - 
Outstanding Sound Mixing 
Deadliest Catch

preston Connor, Steve Tibbo, peter Bentley, phill palmer, Juan Cisneros, Von Vagra, 
Kamal Humphrey, Steve Morantz, Frank Stetner , Ben Patrick & Greg Agalsoff  

Some the tream with their wives - Outstanding Sound Mixing
House
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Trew Audio, long-recognized as a major presence in the film 
& video production sound industry, has purchased the Los An-
geles company, Coffey Sound LLC, adding Hollywood to Trew 
Audio’s locations in Nashville, Toronto and Vancouver. 
 “While considering different options of expanding into Los 
Angeles, it became clear that acquiring Coffey Sound would 
create the ideal combination. Trew Audio’s forte of serving 
customers ‘between the coasts’ and Coffey Sound’s expertise 
of serving Hollywood from their well-known location on Ca-
huenga Blvd with their large sales and rental operation, cre-
ate a formidable combined support base to better serve our 
customers everywhere,” said Glen Trew, owner of Trew Audio.  
  As part of this transaction, key Coffey Sound personnel 
from its Hollywood-based operations will remain the same.  
Former Coffey Sound President, John Coffey, becomes the 
Trew Audio Vice President of Business Development while 
Fabi Allen is now the Branch and Sales Manager.

Trew Audio Purchases Coffey Sound
In the News

Glen Trew of Trew Audio

The transition of Coffey Sound into the centrally managed Trew Audio operation, including common web-presence, e-com-
merce, accounting, etc., will take place seamlessly. The many activities that Coffey Sound has been known for, such as ed-
ucation seminars, new product launches, Sound & Picture magazine and emphasis on friendly helpful service will continue. 
	 Trew	 Audio	 and	 Coffey	 Sound	 have	 always	 shared	 the	 same	 vision:  To earn business by adding value for their pro-
fessional customer base with educational and experienced support, with an understanding of what it’s like to be in 
the customer’s position during production. That style of business will still continue while the added value will increase. 

Sennheiser shines on the Creative Arts Emmy Red Carpet
At this year’s Creative Arts Emmy Awards show, 
audio specialist Sennheiser was tapped to cap-
ture sound bites from the bustling red carpet 
for one of the entertainment industry’s lead-
ing crew-centric magazines, Sound & Picture. 
 The Academy of Television Arts & Sci-
ences awarded the 2010-2011 Creative Arts 
Primetime Emmy Awards for programs and 
individual achievements at the 63rd Emmy 
Awards presentation at the NOKIA Theatre 
L.A. LIVE in Los Angeles. Included among the 
presentations were Emmy Awards for Out-
standing Sound Mixing Achievement in a One 
Hour Comedy or Drama Series and Outstand-
ing Music Composition in a Miniseries, Movie 
or a Special. For the evening’s events, Sound 
& Picture looked to the new MKH 8060 shot-
gun microphone, equipped with the MZD 
8000 digital output module, to capture the 
vibrancy of the red carpet. While the digital 
microphone provided a clean, concrete audio 
track, they teamed EK 2000 portable receiver 
with the SKM 2000 XP handheld transmitter, 
featuring with an e 935 dynamic cardioid mi-
crophone module, for the one-on-one celeb-
rity and crew interviews.

MKH 8060 delivers great frequency re-
sponse and reliability The two-hour 
red carpet event managed hundreds of ar-
rivals with stars like Seth Meyers, Rebecca 
Romijn and the cast of iCarly promoting 
various up-coming projects or talking about 

their Emmy nominations. Daron James, edi-
tor of Sound & Picture, served as producer. 
“I wanted to use Sennheiser digital wireless 
equipment because of the reliability of their 
frequency range,” James explained. “When 
you’re working an event like this and you 
know there is going to be frequency chal-
lenges because of the amount of news out-
lets that will be there covering the action, it’s 
important to have versatility you can rely on.”  
 The 100-foot red carpet was packed 
end-to-end with over 30 different news 
sources, all of which were using some form 
of wireless device for audio communications. 
James mounted the EK 2000 portable receiv-
er to a fixed position on the camera, while 
host Lauren Mora utilized the SKM 2000 XP 
handheld transmitter to talk with the arrivals. 
“With Sennheiser’s easy frequency scan, we 
were able to find 11 free channels in our bank, 
which kept us from getting any RF hits during 
the production,” James said. “The e 935 mi-
crophone module performed amazingly well 
and easily cut through the red carpet clutter 
with its high output. The low sensitivity to 
high impact ratio was phenomenal and there 
was virtually no handling noise present in our 
audio tracks.”

 Crowd Control Additionally, the MKH 
8060 digital microphone was mounted to 
the camera to capture the ambient sounds 
of the arrivals and cheers from a nearby 

crowd approximately 50 feet away. “We 
didn’t have the luxury of a separate au-
dio mixer moving faders, it was more of a 
set it and forget it approach, and the MKH 
8060 produced great results,” James said.  
 Since James shot and monitored the 
audio himself, it was important for him to 
find an audio solution that allowed him to set 
input levels and prevent constant readjust-
ment. “It’s not easy working camera and mak-
ing sure you’ve captured usable audio alone, 
but the Sennheiser microphones really came 
through for us,” James concluded. 

Red carpet host lauren Mora

S&P
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Gary Vahling & John Coffey in Huntington Beach, CA

Gary Vahling & Lectrosonics Hang Ten during 
The US Open of Surf Competiton
While the top four American sports have 
the audio advantage of being on land, the 
NBA’s Wired for Sound or Inside the Hud-
dle with the NFL, to name a few, the world 
of surfing has a much bigger obstacle to 
overcome – water. Technology and the 
elements seem to be always battling one 
another in the field and up until recently, 
H2O has been the rain on audio’s parade. 
For A1 mixer / sound designer, Gary Vahl-
ing, putting the plug on this obstacle and 
other technical issues were resolved by 
using Lectrosonics’ wireless technology. 
 The US Open of Surfing was a nine 
day live event that ran from July 30th to 
August 7th and was one of the world’s 
largest competitions on the ASP (Asso-
ciation of Surfing Professionals) tour for 
both men and women. The men’s side 
featured a North America ASP Men’s 
Prime event with valuable points on the 
line right before the coveted ASP Top 
32 cut-off. For the women, fans wit-
nessed the final event of the 2011 ASP 
World Title Tour and the crowning of the 
women’s world champion. This year’s 
event was unique because it featured an 
“All Star” segment where online view-
ers were able hear all the action of the 
championship rounds as if they were 

Mike Gatzios & Tim Denmark holding the 
Lectro-outfitted jersey

right next to the surfer. Gary Vahling 
of the Coffey Sound rental department 
looked to the Lectrosonics MM400c 
water-resistant wireless transmitter 
to capture this flurry of surfing activity. 
 “I knew we needed something light-

weight, reliable and 
most of all, water 
resistant. The Lec-
trosonics MM400c 
is absolutely per-
fect for a job like 
this one,” mentions 
Vahling. “I was look-
ing for a transmitter 
that could deliver 
great sound quality, 
but wasn’t cumber-
some to the surf-
ers. These athletes 
are not as used 
to being wired for 
sound like the ac-
tors in Hollywood, so it was really im-
portant to find a solution that wouldn’t 
hinder them in any way during the com-
petition. The Lectrosonics MM400c 
transmitter is small enough not to 
add any of those further distractions.” 
 Working together with Tim Denmark 
of H2audiO, Denmark came up with the 
idea to wire the surfers with the MM400c 
for competition. Paired with a Country-
man B6 that was strung along the inside 
of the collar, the unit became the perfect 
combination for the day’s event. Den-

mark and A2 Mike Gatzios were 
in charge of field operations 
during the surfing competition 
and relayed their audio cues and 
notes to Gary in the production 
truck a few hundred yards away. 
“It’s incredible to help build a 
new audio platform in sports,” 
says Denmark. “We were pio-
neering innovative techniques 
to bring the viewer closer than 
ever before. One of the surfers 
mentioned to me their mother 
called them up after a heat and 
was so excited that they could 
actually hear them while they 
were on the board. The stuff 
we can do now is just amazing.” 

The MM400c’s were used in combination 
with Venue receivers to help transmit the 
“gnarly” sounds of the surfers from 150 
yards away. “We gave T4 IFB transmit-
ters and R1A’s to our sideline reporters 
which coupled with ALP-620 antennas 

which worked out great,” adds Gatzios. 
 With Vahling’s work at the US Open 
of Surfing, sound quality and perfor-
mance were crucial during his live web-
cast to everyone across the globe. “You 
don’t have second chances with a live 
broadcast, and Lectrosonics gave me 
the confidence that there wouldn’t be 
any hiccups during production,” adds 
Vahling. “Frequency coordination is a 
must with events like this. With all the 
broadcast equipment and smaller ENG 
shooters running around we made sure 
to police everything so RF problems 
could be eliminated. Using the recom-
mended IAS program (Intermodula-
tion RF Analysis Software) from the 
Lectrosonics website is a very valu-
able tool in a sound designer’s arsenal.” 
 As the competition slowly wound 
down, Vahling noted that when he 
has to do this all over again in a few 
months, Lectrosonics and, especially, the 
MM400c will be something he has in his 
kit without question.

The crowd looks on to see who will be 
crowned the next champion

S&P

 Courtesy of Roger Maycock,
MountainCrest Communications
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Captain America: 
The FirstAvenger

 Director Joe Johnston was tapped 
to steer Captain America into this en-
ergetic era of history meets science fic-
tion. Coming off The Wolfman, Johnston 
reached out to the same crew for this 
Marvel story, one of them being produc-
tion sound mixer David Stephenson.  
Filmed for the most part in the UK, pro-
duction was based at Shepperton Stu-
dios in Surrey, a place Stephenson is all 
too familiar with. David drew an interest 
in the sound field at a very young age 
because of his father, George Stephen-
son, a well-known and highly respected 
production sound mixer in the film indus-
try. Growing up, David’s love for sound 
and film came to him very natural. “It 
seemed like I was always destined to be 
a part of it,” adds Stephenson. In 1964, 
he started working in the film industry 
and managed to work with his father on 
a few shows. “My father influenced me 
a lot and became a great mentor, but 
Peter Handford was the most wonder-
ful sound mixer I’ve ever met. Handford 
was so inventive. He was one of the first 
to work with stereo sound back in the 
1970s, just a genuine inspiration to my 
career,” utters Stephenson. 
 After booming from 1970-1980 
for Handford and others, Stephenson 
wasn’t sure if he wanted to transition 
into the mixing chair. It wasn’t until he 
worked on Warren Beatty’s Reds that he 
changed his mind. “It was an incredible 
movie. It was the first time we ever used 
video assist. After about seven months 
of shooting, we caught a hiatus of about 
five weeks so Beatty could view all the 
dailies before continuing the movie. An 
assistant director on the movie ended 

up asking me if I wanted to mix an indie 
film during the hiatus, so I took on the 
task and it turned out to be a great ex-
perience. After finishing Reds, I decided 
to mix films full time. I felt like I needed 
a new challenge. I realized with all the 
booming I’d done, I wasn’t learning any-
more – it was time to spark up my life 
again,” Stephenson explains. 
 David has worked in sound on over 
a hundred different projects in various 
formats and countries including the 
U.S. His first big break as a mixer came 
in 1980 on the film, Memoirs of a Sur-
vivor. When Johnston called his name 

Step inside the war torn world of 1941, when battles were fought with weapons, but won by 
men. Among these soldiers was a scrappy Steve Rogers (Chris Evans) who has all but given 
up after being repeatedly denied trying to enlist in the military. Deemed unfit for service due to his 

lack of size, Rogers volunteers to participate in an experimental, top secret project of the Allied Forces that 
turns him into a Super-Solider dedicated to defending America’s ideals – Captain America is born. With 
his new incarnation, Captain America joins forces with Bucky Barnes (Sebastian Stan) and Peggy Carter 
(Hayley Atwell) to wage war against the evil HYDRA organization led by the villainous Red Skull (Hugo 
Weaving). 

for Captain America: The First Avenger, 
he couldn’t have been happier. “After 
Johnston said we’d be working with the 
same crew from Wolfman, it made say-
ing yes so simple,” adds Stephenson.  
The first questions Stephenson had 
when he came on board for the proj-
ect was when could he see the Captain 
America costume and if he could have 
any input on it. “I didn’t have to pick up 
the script to understand that I was go-
ing to have a problem with micing his 
outfit. Any picture of Captain America 
could tell you that,” explains Stephen-
son.  The costume unfortunately ended 
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Colonel Chester phillips (Tommy lee Jones), peggy Carter (hayley Atwell) & 
Steve Rogers (Chris Evans) receiving intel about hyDRA

by Daron James
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up on set later than expected, but with 
the collaboration of the wardrobe de-
partment, Stephenson and his crew 
(boom Gary Dodkin & utility Lloyd Dud-
ley) were able to come up with a system 
that worked for everyone.  
Captain America’s outfit wasn’t the only 
hurdle in the wardrobe world. The Red 
Skull had a challenging outfit for them 
as well. The villain wore this incredibly 
long leather jacket that made a lot of 
noise for sound to drown out. “Thank-
fully, Gary was able to find two places 
on the coat to implement two different 
mics, one for either direction Weaver 
looked,” Stephenson mentions.  
 Stephenson was one of the reluc-
tant sound mixers to switch over to 
a digital system, but when he did, it 
opened up an entirely new way to re-
cord sound. Band of Brothers was the 
last show he worked with DAT before 
switching over to a fully digital setup. 
For Captain, Stepheson’s center piece 
was a Zaxcom Deva 16 recorder paired 
with a Mix-12. He backs up his mix 
tracks and ISOs with an identical Deva 
16 and delivers to DVD-RAM. “Moving 
to the Mix-12 was the best move I’ve 
ever done,” says Stephenson. Sennheis-

David Stephenson in the mix during filming of Captain America: First Avenger

Chris Evans as Captain America 
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er MKH 50s were used for interiors 
and the Sennheiser MKH 416 and 816s 
were used for exterior shots. Sanken 
COS-11D lavs were paired with Audio 
Limited’s miniTX wireless transmitters 
for radio mics and at times they ran up 
to fourteen wires. “I literally ran out of 
space on my mixer. When we were done 
with a track, Lloyd would pull out the old 
ones and put in the new ones,” Stephen-
son explains. 
 Principal photography toured many 
spots in England. Among them were 
Manchester, Liverpool, Caerwent, Alder-
shot and Pinewood Studios to name a 
few. “Working with Johnston, DP Shelly 
Johnson, and the rest of the crew was 
just an amazing experience. Everyone 
seemed to pick up where we left off,” 
Stephenson explains. 
 In a scene shot on the set of the 
re-birth lab, which was a large room 
with an observation deck to one side 
for officers and dignitaries to watch the 

transformation of soldiers. At one point, 
a doctor picks up a microphone to speak 
to them. As scripted, he taps the mic to 
check if it’s working before delivering 
his dialogue. “Because of my relation-
ship with Joe, I talked with him before 
and suggested I could make the speak-
er system practical in the observation 
room. He thought it was a good idea so 
I went ahead and set up the speaker. 
When we rehearsed the scene, I ended 
up opening Gary’s boom at the moment 
the doctor picked up the microphone 
to get a huge feedback and howl. Joe 
ended up loving this and wanted it in 
each take thereafter,” says Stephenson. 
“It’s always great when you get to work 
with a crew that allows you to push the 
boundaries of your abilities.” 
 One of the other challenges for 
this show was the busy backgrounds. 
“Joe looked to have a lot of moving 
parts with all the instruments. Whether 
it was a flashing light, dials moving or 

extras in the background, he wanted to 
make sure each scene spoke with ac-
tion,” explains Stephenson.  In order to 
help extend the tracks on either side of 
the dialogue for post production, utility 
Lloyd Dudley, would use a stereo micro-
phone during those busy scenes. “It was 
difficult at times, but we did everything 
to capture as much as we could,” Ste-
phenson mentions. In particular, there 
was a scene that featured a huge stone 
set, but it was actually made with wood 
and was around thirty feet wide. “With 
all the background action we needed to 
keep track of, it was a nightmare run-
ning up and down the stairs to lay car-
pet for the close ups. I think I actually 
ran out of carpet, which is unusual for 
me,” laughs Stephenson. 
 Stephenson tends to record his mix 
track a little hotter than his ISO’s and 
has been a mixer who records the re-
hearsals every time he can. He’ll also 
record the background crowd without 
their knowledge in between takes. “As 
long as the mics are distant enough not 
to understand what they are saying, I 
find these tracks to be so much better 
than organized background recordings,” 
says Stephenson. 
 The one problem the crew had was 
during video playback. Captain America 
was shot on HD and the playback sys-
tem they were using made the picture 
slower than the sound. The fix: the crew 
installed a unit to pull the sound back to 
match the monitor. This did mess things 
up for the script supervisor, Lisa Vick, 
though. She liked to see both the moni-
tor and the live action when needed, 
so Stephenson set her up with two re-
ceivers, one for the live action and one 
for the monitors. This was highlighted 
mostly among their four days of inten-
sive playback during the montage of 
musical scenes. Two of those days were 
non-stop playback. 
 During Stephenson’s sixteen weeks 
of shooting, he explains he could never 
do this without his crew. “I completely 
trust my boom op Gary to run the set. He 
does such an amazing job with wiring 
and with everything else. The same with 
Lloyd, he picks up where Gary leaves off. 
I feel lucky to have them both working 
with me.” When David is not working 
on a set, you can find him at his home 
doing a little woodworking or spending 
time with his family. S&P

Gary Dodkin booming peggy Carter on location

Inside the observation rebirth set
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Single Ladies
DP Joaquin Sedillo takes on 
single life in HD

 Single Ladies is a comedic drama about Val, Keisha, 
and April - three best friends with different philosophies 
on sex and relationships. Val (Stacey Dash) is an ambitious 
aspiring fashion mogul who wants to find a true partner. 
Keisha (LisaRaye McCoy) is a former video dancer just 
looking for a rich man to keep her in style. April (Charity 
Shea) has supposedly found the perfect man and the per-
fect marriage, but is learning that marriage isn’t neces-
sarily a happy ending. 
 Single Ladies is a modern, sexy series set in the world 
of Atlanta fashion, music and celebrity that will constantly 
explore which woman has the right approach to relation-
ships. S&P was able to catch up with the show’s cinema-
tographer, Joaquin Sedillo, to find out more about life on 
set. 

how did you get started in this industry, particularly, 
camera? 
 I was born and raised in a big family in Flagstaff, Arizona. 
During my senior year in high school, I was trying to decide on 
a direction for my studies and career.  I met with a counselor 
who asked about my interests - which were baseball and the 
movies. Since he had seen me play baseball, he immediately 
recommended I apply to universities with film schools. Although 
there are several universities with strong film studies, I chose 
to only submit an application to USC.  Much later, looking back 
at my high school yearbook, I was surprised to see that I had 
stated my goal as “go to USC and become a cinematographer.” 
At the time, I didn’t realize I was so focused!
 At USC, I was fortunate to become a teaching assistant for 
Jay Roach. He gave me an opportunity to work as a grip on Zoo 
Radio in 1990.  My next step was in the camera department 
as a camera assistant to cinematographer Glenn Kershaw. Our 
first project together was Fatal Skies, an independent film. I 
worked with Glenn as his focus puller for 7 years and then as 
camera operator for 8 years. During this time I also assisted 
Wally Pfister who gave me the opportunity to DP second unit 
on Memento, and later to operate for him on The Italian Job. 
Glenn, Wally and Victor Hammer have all been very important in 
my life as mentors. I moved up to DP on my first series, Veronica 
Mars, under the tutelage of Victor. 
 All were very generous with their time and knowledge and 
I would not have been as successful without their support and 
faith. I am grateful to them and make it a priority myself to 
provide similar opportunities to the next generation coming up 
through the ranks.

One of the first things I noticed about the show was the 
richness of the sets, costumes and hair and makeup. Does 

maintaining this high level of production value offer any 
particular challenges?
 All the departments that contribute to the look are excep-
tional from production design to hair and makeup and cos-
tumes.  The frequent costume changes keep us on our toes.   
Often, we start rolling moments before (or during!) the time 
wardrobe is sewing an actor into an outfit. 
 The rich look that was chosen for the show is maintained 
through all the sets and practical locations. Executive produc-
ers, Tamra Davis and Shelby Stone, and our production design-
er, Jeffrey Pratt Gordon, and his team have done an amazing job 
setting a look that gives me and my team this luxurious canvas 
of color and texture and dimension that really allows me to do 
my best work, and for all of us to shine!
 We are housed in a large warehouse in Atlanta so when we 
built the sets we had the luxury of giving them a lot of depth 
(thanks to executive producer, Alex Motlagh). We have used that 
space to help create a realistic, expensive and interesting look 
to the sets. Particularly in the boutique, we recreate ‘accidents’ 
such as ‘flashes’ that simulate a reflection from a car passing. 
This natural look is extended by placing foliage in the depth 
of the exterior set and fanning for a slight movement. Rigging 
gaffer, Steven Crowly, has capitalized on the availability of 
space to use the cyc and chicken coops to create ‘natural’ light, 
I can sometimes just add a simple key for a slight contrast in a 
face. 
 We also create a ‘seasonal’ look for the boutique scenes, 
set and wardrobe. Although very subtle, we progress through 
warmer and cooler tones to show the change of seasons and 
passage of time to give the show a true-to-life look. These cre-
ative decisions have enhanced the believability of the show. 

Joaquin finding the perfect look 

by Jane Swearingen
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Not only is the creative talent key in 
reaching the level of production we have 
been able to obtain, but as important is 
the careful planning, organization and 
communication. We have a private re-
hearsal to block for lighting. With this 
preparation we are able to use as few 
lights as possible, not only to help keep 
the set simple, but also to give it the 
most natural look possible.

What are some of the things you like 
best about working on this show?
 The executives at VH1 and on set 
are so incredibly supportive of the show 
and it has been wonderful to experience 
the trust between the producers and the 
crew.  Because of this trust, I enjoy a bit 
of extra responsibility in working with 
Ronnie Hampton, 1st AD, to keep things 
moving on the set.  If we are waiting on 
hair or makeup, who have their hands 
full with three beautiful leading ladies, 
we work together to make good use of 
that time with other shots that need to 
be made.
 Because we are all on the same 
page in creating a beautifully stylized 
look, that trust has become extremely 
important in taking advantage of every 
opportunity to create the nuances for 
the most flattering, glamorous looks 
possible for the talent.  With the lead ac-
tors, we have developed shorthand and 
through an almost imperceptible cue 
from my department, we can direct them 
to make a subtle move that will help the 

shot look its best.  My crew and I have 
been known to sneak around off camera 
to slightly nudge an actor into a more 
flattering light. They are confident we 
are watching closely to make sure they 
look their best. 
 Part of the trust in each other also 
allows frank discussions about our cre-
ative opinions. We all have a point of 
view that we are not shy about voicing, 
but the respect we share ensures all 
voices are heard, decisions are quickly 
made and we move on to business.

how did you get on this show? 
 I had worked with Tamra Davis be-
fore on Sons of Tucson and The Ex List. 
I had been catching up on production re-
ports and noticed that she was attached 
to Single Ladies as an executive producer 
and would be directing the 2 hour pilot 
episode. I called Tamra at the perfect 
time and our conversation quickly turned 
to ‘how soon can you be in Atlanta’?

Tell me a little about your crew? 
 My A Camera crew consists of cam-
era operator, Bonnie Blake, 1st AC, Jason 
LeBlanc, and 2nd AC, Spencer Hutchins. 
We are a close-knit crew and I was for-
tunate to be able to bring them with me 
from LA. They are my security blanket 
and keep me centered under the daily 
pressure of production. My B Camera 
crew consisted of camera operator Mark 
Coyne, 1st AC, Joe Thomas and 2nd AC, 
Freddy Thomas from Atlanta.

The crews in Atlanta have been great. 
My gaffer, Gary Holmes, and my key 
grip, Chris Birdsong, and their crews are 
these really wonderful and hard-working 
people.

Tell me a little about creating the 
final look of the show.
 Our colorist at LaserPacific is Gare-
thCook. Gareth and I worked together on 
Veronica Mars, Sherman’s Way, Sons of 
Tucson and Swingtown. One of my fa-
vorite parts of the creative process is 
developing the color palette for a show. 
That is the starting point of my collabo-
ration with Gareth on a project. We put 
our heads together and make sure we 
are on the same page creatively. I trust 
him to carry that vision through. Our dai-
lies are not timed and it takes quite a 
bit of faith on the part of the executives 
to know the final look will be there.  It is 
easy to give them that assurance when I 
know that Gareth is on my team.

Did you enjoy your time in Atlanta? 
 Yes, the people live up to the reputa-
tion of the south as some of the friend-
liest in the country. Although I did not 
have much time to sample all the great 
restaurants, I did have a tough time 
passing up any peach cobbler that came 
my way.

I noticed that not only is this a fe-
male character driven show, but 
most of the executives and creative 
team are women. has that been a 
factor in your work?
 It has been a thrilling experience to 
work with all the strong female influ-
ences - key actors, creators, producers 
and directors – on this show. Without 
creating too much of a generalization, 
these women know what they want and 
are very direct in communicating to the 
crew without complicating it with b.s. I 
have a saying - we are in the business of 
creating make believe, the process itself 
shouldn’t be make believe. We try to do 
our best to be true to ourselves in the 
process.
 I am blessed to do what I am doing 
on this show. The craft and artistry give 
me the opportunity to create images I 
am truly proud of.  And, as well as work-
ing with people I respect; I feel respected 
and appreciated for my craft. 
 You can find new episodes of Single 
Ladies Monday nights on VH1. 

Joaquin tweaking the lighting between takes

S&P
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RISE 
PLANET

APES
OF THE

OF THE 
  Rise of the Planet of the Apes is an 
origin story that answers the question 
of how did the apes end up ruling the 
world. The story sets out in an Afri-
can jungle where three chimpanzees 
are captured by poachers and shipped 
to a pharmaceutical company called 
Gen-Sys in San Francisco. Will Rodman 
(James Franco) is a scientist there who 
begins to develop a cure for Alzheimer’s 
disease by testing their gene therapy 
on the chimps. Over time, the drug pro-
ceeds to give the chimps a level of hu-
man intelligence. 
 One of these chimps, Bright Eyes 
(Terry Notary) has become more ad-
vanced than the other chimps and goes 
on a rampage when she believes her 
baby, to whom she secretly gave birth, 
is threatened. Her outrage takes place 
during a presentation of the cure and 
Bright Eyes ends up getting killed while 
the order to put the rest of the chim-
panzees down is summoned by Will’s 
boss, Steven Jacobs (David Oyelowo). 
 When chimp handler, Robert Frank-
lin (Tyler Labine) stumbles upon the baby 
chimp, he cannot bring himself to kill it 
and decides to give the chimp to Will 
instead. With his father, played by John 
Lithgow, Will raises him in their home 
and names him, Caesar (Andy Serkis).  
 Director Rupert Wyatt was tasked 
to evolve this story of compassion and 
arrogance which ends up leading to an 
intellectual war of epic proportions. 
Since no actual chimpanzees were used 
to make this film, Wyatt relied heavily 
on capturing performances in practical 
locations to infuse the visual effects to 
the live action environments. Though 
Weta-Digital was the team in charge 
of creating such visual effects, super-
vising sound editor and designer Chuck 
Michael and his team, were tapped 
to breathe the life of sound into each 
character.  
 As I walked up the stairs to the sec-
ond floor and down a small hallway in 

a building on the 20th Century Fox lot, I 
didn’t think it for one second that I would 
end up in a little sound effects room… for 
this big-budget film. But I did. Sitting at 
a workstation with Pro Tools splashed 
on his screen was Smokey Cloud, the 
1st assistant sound editor. After we said 
our hellos, he asked me if I wanted to 
meet Chuck, which I gladly said yes to 
and thought to myself, “Yay, we’re off to 
the big dub stage!” But this wasn’t the 
case either. Chuck sat only a few doors 
down from Smokey with a mixing board 
and a sizeable projection screen were 
he lab’d most of his work. When real-
izing who came into the room, he was 
quick to take down the wired chimp im-
age my eyes darted to upon entering.
The team was just a few days before 
entering their final mix. I could almost 
see the excitement and anxiousness on 
their faces for this moment as they have 
been working on this film since October 
of last year. As Chuck and Smokey be-
gan to talk to me, they told me a story 
about an unlikely place that made the 
film’s sound possible, called Chimp Ha-
ven.
 “This film was unique in the sense 
that it was the first Ape movie that 
didn’t have people in suits talking and 
walking about,” says Chuck. When 
Smokey looked into the sound library 

at 20th Century, the team realized they 
were not going to get much from it. “I 
think we pulled a couple trees swaying 
in the wind, a few ape noises… about 
six effects in all,” adds Smokey. After 
piecing together a scene or two, the 
effects were so repetitious, they knew 
they had to begin to look elsewhere for 
solutions. 
 Through his internet research, 
Smokey was able to land on the afore-
mentioned Chimp Haven, a sanctuary for 
rescued chimps in Keithville, Louisiana. 
Chimp Haven is anything but a zoo. It’s 
an independent, nonprofit organization 
that takes in chimpanzees when they’re 
no longer wanted as pets or are retired 
from medical research or the entertain-
ment industry. After Smokey spoke with 
them, the Haven they became fully sup-
portive of the new film. 
 Equipped with a multitude of mi-
crophones (about ten in all) and record-
ing equipment, Smokey and Chuck were 
set up by Chimp Haven’s Karen Allen for 
their cross-country recording session, 
which dragged a few of those acting 
chimps out of retirement. After arriving 
at Chimp Haven and going to “chimp 
school” where they learned layers upon 
layers of information about the ani-
mals in the sanctuary from Amy Fultz, 
Smokey and Chuck grew a new respect 

A curious Caesar on the rise 
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for the animals and workers at the fa-
cility. “When they took us on a tour, the 
handlers knew every chimp by name,” 
mentions Chuck. “It’s just funny looking 
back now because we ended up recall-
ing those same names for reference 
during our mixing sessions.” 
 After hiring on two locals, the 
crew managed to stay three long days 
at Chimp Haven where they captured 
about twenty-six different kinds of calls. 
Everything from yelling, grunts, food 
barks, juice barks, running and even 
different types of posturing from the 
chimps. “They would yell out these large 
food barks for coconuts that were just 
spectacular,” adds Smokey. “We were 
able to get about two or three feet away 
from them with our mics which allowed 
us to capture all the different noises 
so cleanly.” Recording at 192 kHz, they 
were able to track all the breaths of the 
chimps which helped play an important 
role later during processing. 
 Now back in Los Angeles, the crew 
had about ninety hours of recorded 
footage to re-master. The team knew 
their starting point from an earlier con-
versation they had with Wyatt. “Rupert 
always wanted to convey the emotional 
side of a human into the chimps, but to 
make sure different personalities came 
through each one of them,” explains 
Chuck. Their guide track came from 
the performances of the actors in the 
motion capture suits. “The human ac-
tors just didn’t sound chimp-like; their 
esophagi are different than ours, so we 
had to manipulate it enough to make 
it sound a little less human and more 
chimp-like,” says Chuck. “Doing this is a 
lot more tedious and difficult than just 
creating a sound for a creature that 
doesn’t exist because the audience al-
ready know what an ape or a chimp is 
supposed to sound like. We’re really not 
able to cut any corners,” adds Smokey. 
 One of the techniques the team 
used was to play with the speed of the 
playback during a re-recording session. 
Chuck had the liberty to fly to the Weta 
facility in New Zealand where he worked 
with Andy Serkis. There, they increased 
the speed of the film, while record-
ing at a normal pace which drastically 
made Andy perform at a higher tempo 
to match the speed of the film. “By do-
ing this, we were able to record deeper 
breaths and sounds from Andy, and 

when played back to the normal speed 
of the film, it sounded more chimp-like 
with a human element,” explains Chuck.   
 Caesar wasn’t the sound depart-
ment’s only focus. They had to create 
different mixes for several primates 
including apes, orangutans and goril-
las both male and female. “The hard-
est thing about this film was finding 
the happy balance. Thankfully, we had 
a hard working crew that fully collab-
orated with each other,” says Chuck. 
“Our composer, Patrick Doyle, even took 
selections of grunts and sounds to in-
corporate into his score. He’s using the 
effects as a driving plate to write the 
music. It’s been absolutely amazing to 
work with him,” adds Smokey. When I 
asked them how the CG affected their 
mix, they both shook off a slight grin. 
“It’s a different kind of challenge,” says 
Chuck. “At first, you’re mixing to an ac-
tor in a suit which invokes one type of 
emotion for the scene. Then we’ll get a 
wired image from Weta and have a bet-
ter understanding of how it’s going to 
look, which gives us a new layer of emo-
tions that are involved. And when they 
send the final image, you’re blown away 
by how amazing it looks and sometimes 
we have to start all over again.”
 “The ADR sessions have not been 
the easiest either,” mentions Smokey. 
“When you’re working on a film like this, 
most of the actors are spread across 
the continent working on various proj-
ects. So delivering this type of sensitive 
material, and for it not to get leaked 

into the wrong hands, can add a lot of 
pressure… but those days can be the 
fun parts.” 
The guys go on to tell me that it’s been 
such a unique and pleasurable experi-
ence to work with the people at Chimp 
Haven as well as the crew brought on 
for this show. To be able to tip-toe 
along the line of human meets chimp, 
and massage sounds into a 5.1 mix 
that Wyatt has been very pleased with 
has made them pretty darn happy. 
 Just when I thought our interview 
was over, Chuck asked me if I wanted 
to go see the dub stage to meet the 
rest of the crew. That was one of the 
easiest answers in my life. “Yes, please.” 
We walked a few hundred feet away 
and onto the John Ford Dubbing Stage, 
where I got to meet the rest of the 
sound effects editors, foley guys and 
supervisors who have worked so dili-
gently on this film… John Larsen, Dave 
Grimaldi, Wayne Lemmer, John Morris, 
Milly Iatrou, Jim Brookshire, Robert Kiz-
er, Helen Luttrell, Susan Dawes, John 
Murray, Matt Harrison, Thomas Small 
and Craig Weintraub. 
 Upon leaving, Chuck mentions on 
behalf of his crew, “They really couldn’t 
have done it without the help from 
everyone… from Rupert to the actors, 
to the guys over at Weta, it really has 
been an awesome project to work on.”   
 Special thanks to Smokey, Chuck, 
and the entire crew for letting S&P 
stop by to ‘peak’ our ears inside their 
doors. 

The post production sound team inside the John Ford Dubbing Stage 
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Giant robots, big ex-
plosions and the kind 
of epic blockbuster 
action only a director 

like Michael Bay can deliver, 
all return for another round 
in Transformers: Dark of the 
Moon. Bay has once again 
positioned fourteen time 
Academy Award nominee 
Greg Russell at the helm of 

the effects re-recording chair 
and along with Jeff Haboush 
(music mixer), Mike Hopkins 
(supervising dialogue edi-
tor), Alex Gibson (music edi-
tor), Gary Summers (dialogue 
mixer), Erik Aadahl (super-
vising sound editor & sound 
designer), Ethan Van der Ryn 
(supervising sound editor & 
sound designer) and the rest 
of the post production sound 
team, they are bringing the 
thunder in a big way.
 “This was my first expe-

rience mixing in 7.1 or what 
I’ll call quad surrounds,” said 
Russell. “You really feel total 
separation with all the ele-
ments behind you. The sound 
of the military-type warfare 
battling the Decepticons in 
this film is really amazing 
and immersive. The back-
grounds and all the battles 

ping-ponging amongst these 
four quadrants is very cool!”
 Field recording audio 
from a wide variety of mili-
tary weapons and vehicles 
added a great deal of fodder 
to Russell’s 7.1 mix.  Addi-
tionally, the Vandenberg Air 
Force Base in Santa Barbara, 
CA allowed the sound team 
to record two of the larg-
est rocket launches in west 
coast history.  Two recording 

packages captured the sound 
of their 100,000 lb payloads 
launching from as close as 
200 ft.  With a rocket launch, 
that’s about as up close 
and personal as it gets.  To 
match the CG effects of alien 
spacecraft and giant Trans-
formers, the foley team was 
busy creating unusual and 

other-worldy sounds in un-
conventional ways.  Whether 
using electric guitars with a 
screwdriver on the strings 
and some killer whammy bar 
work to achieve a hydraulic 
tension effect or pairing dry 
ice, assorted pieces of metal 
and some creative audio lay-
ering  to create a resonat-
ing, out of this world sound 
that became the  groaning 
hull of a crashing spacecraft, 

the foley team has proved 
once again they’ve got some 
amazing tricks up their col-
lective sleeves.  
 The sound effects, foley 
and backgrounds for Trans-
formers: Dark of the Moon 
were mixed in the Kim Novak 
Theater on the Sony Lot. A 
change from the Cary Grant 

Theater usually favored by 
Bay. “It’s a really beauti-
ful large room and was the 
first time Michael Bay has 
mixed a film in there” said 
Russell.  “We predubbed for 
right around six weeks and 
dialogue was predubbed in a 
couple weeks on a different 
stage by Gary Summers.“
 In addition to being an 
audio juggernaut, the Trans-
formers franchise also breaks 

The last hour of this movie is unlike anything I’ve ever seen. It’s really 
extraordinary. It’s a “how did they do that?” kind of movie.

Transforming 
Sound Effects

by Steve Wolstrup

Jeff Haboush (music mixer), Mike Hopkins (supervising dialogue editor), Alex Gibson (music editor), Gary Summers (dialogue mixer),
Erik Aadahl (supervising editor & designer), Ethan Van der Ryn (supervising editor & designer), Greg P. Russell (effects mixer)
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films I’ve done with him. Each and ev-
ery one of those films were stepping 
stones to achieving what we’ve done 
with Transformers: Dark of the Moon.”
 Originally, from Burgenfield, New 
Jersey, Greg’s father, a studio musician 
and lead alto sax player on the Merv 
Griffin show, relocated the family to 
California when the show moved from 
New York to Los Angeles in 1971. Hav-
ing spent his youth in recording studios 
with his father, Greg found his interest 
in the control room. After mixing bands 
and live events in school, he enrolled 
in a recording engineer course held by 
renowned engineer Bill Lazarus. His en-
thusiasm in the class led to his first job 
at TTG Recording Studios in Hollywood. 
After working in the music world for a 
few years, a fateful viewing of Raiders 
of the Lost Ark at the Cinerama Dome in 
1981 opened Greg’s ears and imagina-
tion to the art of effects re-recording. 
The rest, as they say, is history. 

 Greg is currently mixing Man on a 
Ledge starring Sam Worthington, Eliza-
beth Banks, Ed Harris and Kyra Sedgwick 
in	the	Kim	Novak	Theater	at	Sony.	After	
over 15 years with Sony, it will be Rus-
sell’s last movie with them, as he has 
recently made the move to Technicolor’s 
brand new facility on the Paramount lot. 

new ground in the visual effects depart-
ment. As the visual effects took shape, 
the sound effects required additional 
mixing to match the picture. Russell 
added, “We spent around four weeks on 
the final mix with a week doing fixes, 
changes and updating visual effects. A 
film like this is constantly evolving and 
those visual effects are getting more fi-
nalized as we’re working through it.  As 
they change, we have to accommodate 
the sound to work with the new visuals. 
It was a huge collaboration.” 
 Sound re-recording mixer Jeff 
Haboush, who was Greg’s original re-
recording partner from the beginning of 
his career, was tapped to take over the 
music mix. “He had been doing all the 
temp work on the film as we were doing 
our predubbing. There was an ongoing 
temp stage that I was feeding my 7.1 
crashdowns of effects, robots and back-
grounds. He utilized that to put togeth-
er a temp dub, so the feel of the movie 
could be previewed. The movie was so 
huge in scope, we felt it was of benefit 
to the film to have Jeff take over the 
music. He did a marvelous job handling 
64 tracks of Steve Jablonsky’s rocking, 
amazing score. This was the first 3 man 
team for a Michael Bay film and I think 
it was needed and really served the film 
well.”
 Transformers: Dark of the Moon 

On set with Shia LaBeouf and 
director/executive producer Michael Bay
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was initially scheduled for a 2012 re-
lease, but Michael Bay decided to push 
forward with production and get it out 
sooner. Russell says “There was about a 
year and a half since the last one and it 
went by quick; so, we were right back in 
the saddle again.” Michael Bay originally 
stated that this third installment of the 
franchise would be more of an espio-
nage story driven plot, with less empha-
sis on action. “And it is that,” said Rus-
sell. “But he lied about the action part 
(laughs). This movie has as much action 
as the first two combined. The last hour 
of this movie is unlike anything I’ve ever 
seen. It’s really extraordinary. It’s a ‘how 
did they do that?’ kind of movie. I really 
think it’s the best of the three.”
 Over the years, Russell and Bay have 
enjoyed a long and fruitful working re-
lationship. Beginning with Bay’s second 
film The Rock, Russell has been his go-to 
guy for mixing the big sound effects his 
movies have become synonymous with. 
Russell says of Michael Bay, “On each 
and every outing Michael raises the bar 
and has always raised the bar, causing 
each of us to up our game. This one is 
no exception. Michael Bay films have 
made me a better mixer. For each and 
every film, I’ve been required to hone my 
skills, so I can grow to meet the next 
challenge. I would not have been able 
to do this film had I not done the other 
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I
 Looking Back: 

Charlie Wilborn’s War Stories
by Charlie Wilborn

His face darkened and he blurted out, 
“So you’re calling me an asshole, is that it?”

  ’m retired now, out of the business as they say. So 
what do you do when you retire? In my case, I do a lot of look-
ing back.
 I spent 45 long years in the movie business, so there is 
a lot of looking back to do. Through the years, I’ve worked in 
every major city and just about every state in the union; plus 
time spent shooting in Europe, Mexico and Canada. During 
those many years, I’ve labored with directors the likes of John 
Ford, Roger Corman, Francis Coppola, Sam Pekinpah, Michael 
Crichton, Norman Jewison, Robert Redford, Sylvester Stallone, 
Tony Scott, Carl Reiner, John Frankenheimer, Peter Weir, Peter 
Chelsom and Noram Ephron to name a few. I’ve worked on 
close to 100 major features. Some of them, to be honest, not 
so major, so the litany of directors goes on and on. I suppose 
I do what a lot of people do when they reminisce, I remem-
ber the good with the bad, those dreadful 5:00 a.m. 
calls, the 75 hour work weeks, the distant locations 
in God forsaken places, the rain, the snow, the gla-
ciers, unbearable desert heat, the night calls and 
fighting to stay awake driving home. 
 Those were just a few of the indignities suffered when 
working on a film. We’ve all been there and done it, but when 
I remember the assistant director calling out “it’s a wrap” for 
the last time, a bittersweet sadness overwhelmed my nega-
tive thoughts and I now zero in on the good stuff – The crews, 
actors and directors, the camaraderie, the great locations and 
the simple fun and joy of being part of the collaborative effort 
of making a motion picture. I’d like to share a few of those 
recollections with you. Obviously, these are observations from 
the sound mixer’s point of view, so it might be a little biased.
 How many times as a sound mixer have you had to ask an 
actor for more voice, especially if you were mixing before the 
advent of usable (decent?) radio mics sadly coupled with mi-
crophones the size of salt shakers? Nothing like trying to hide 
a mic on an actor that made him look like he had a growth 

sprouting from the center of his chest.
 The aggravating part of asking for more voice was that 
it was often greeted by certain actors with the attitude that 
they were doing you a personal favor. Forget his or her per-
formance, forget what the scene called for, forget that they 
wouldn’t have to loop it, just be grateful that they were doing 
you a favor. And I was grateful, or at least I pretended to be. 
It certainly didn’t happen all the time and I’m probably nit-
picking. It was just something that used to bug me because it 
defied logic.
 For a better part of my career, I had at my disposal a one 
channel recorder and a three or four pot mixer. With multiple 
mics working in a scene, you attempted and hopefully suc-
ceeded in blending and cueing the dialogue into a workable, 
harmonious soundtrack that complemented and enhanced the 

visual. For us, there was no other choice, it was all we had to 
work with, and so it had to be good. The director had to listen 
and trust the mixer because there was nothing to fall back on. 
You were in the game and a major player. I’m not saying the 
mixers of today have it easier. They certainly don’t. Where we 
had one thing to zero in on, the guys of today have their hands 
full with more things going on than I want to think about. 
When I was one of the first guys to use the Fostex two track 
DAT recorder, I thought I was on the cutting edge. Today, it 
seems almost like a joke.
 Mixers were also more important back then because vid-
eo assist hadn’t come along. In my day, if the director wanted 
to check if a scene played right and sounded correct to his ear, 
he had only one guy to turn to… the sound mixer.
 He’d come back to the sound cart, pull up a chair, put on 
the headphones and listen to a playback. Often he’d discuss 
the scene with you and once he learned to trust you, you be-
came his sounding board and an integral part of his team. 
“How was that for sound?” the director would call after a take 
he liked and hopefully more often than not, you could reply, 
“Very good here, sir!”
 When video assist came in, the director didn’t have to 
leave his chair to check the sound or picture. He had his moni-
tor and headphones right there with him in video village. Con-
sequently, the camera operator was handed the same fate as 
the mixer. Before video assist, everyone had to trust the op-
erators judgment for how a scene played for him. If he didn’t 
like it, he’d make some adjustments and offer his advice on 
what would make the scene work better and we’d shoot it 
again. Those days are basically over.
 For a long time, the only one to wear headphones was the 
mixer, the boomman, the director and sometimes, the script 
supervisor. Now with the advent of the Comtek, everybody 
wants to wear a set. They’ve become a status symbol. The 
producers, their assistants or whoever comes onto the set Charlie & Eddie Murphy - Beverly Hills Cop
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head directly to the sound cart for a set of Comteks. Next, 
they head to craft service for a bottle of water. Only then, can 
they plop their butts down in a chair and astutely observe the 
proceedings.
 Many years ago in the early morning, I was working on 
the set of the first Beverly Hills Cop. A guy I’d never met came 
up to my cart as I was rehearsing the scene, stuck out his 
hand and barked out in a commanding voice, “Give me a set of 
phones.” I ignored his rude behavior and continued to rehearse 
the scene.
 The guy not knowing or caring I’m sure, that the Comtek 
status symbol headphones were one of my pet peeves, stood 
there belligerently with his hand held out. The reason for my 
disdain? When the Comteks first became popular, I invested 
in six of them. With more demand, it grew to twelve and then 
finally I had fifteen of the damn things and they were a pain in 
the ass. Anyway, this guy again barks out, “Earphones!”
 Finally, I reluctantly took out my earwigs one by one, 
turned to him slowly and said, “I’m afraid I don’t know you.” 
It was a simple declarative sentence with no malice intended, 
but it wasn’t received as such.
 “My name is Don Simpson and I happen to be the pro-
ducer!” he replied with much vehemence. “So maybe you’ve 
heard of me?” he continued. “Indeed, I have Mr. Simpson, and 
I apologize for any inconvenience I may have caused you,” I 
said as I handed him a set of Comteks. He continued to stand 
and stare at me expecting, I assume, a more detailed expla-
nation, so I obliged him. “It’s just that every asshole and his 
brother wants a set of these, so I have to be careful who I 

hand them out to.” His face darkened 
and he blurted out, “So you’re calling 
me an asshole, is that it?”
 I hesitated a moment and thought 
better not to say what I was thinking. 
“No Mr. Simpson, I would never suggest 
such a thing,” I answered. I swear he 
looked like he was considering throw-
ing a punch, but after a long tension 
filled moment, he turned and walked 
away. If he had tried to put on his ear-
phones, he would have had a problem 
because there was steam coming out 
of his ears.
 Years later on Days of Thunder, 
Simpson and I laughed about that in-
cident and a few times we actually 
enjoyed drinks together. But I will you 
tell this, friend or no friend, he did have 
a confrontational way about him. The 
trouble was maybe I did too.
 Getting back to the earlier days of 
production, I didn’t want to sound like I 
was the only guy working under those 
early conditions. There were a hundred 
guys just like me turning in great work 
all over the country and all of us would 
tell you that without the help and tal-
ent of a good boomman the mixers job 
could become an almost impossible 

task with a myriad of nightmarish problems. Often a mike-
man could boom a scene with the potential of using 2 or 3 
mics and with cueing and dexterity turn it into a recordable 
one mic masterpiece. Keep in mind, he did all this after he had 
memorized the four page scene.
 But HERE’s the other side of the story. When I was work-
ing on Little Big Man, the producers insisted I use a Canadian 
boomman. I wasn’t in love with the idea, but since I was taking 
over for Bud Alper who had left the picture and had taken his 
boomman with him, I didn’t have a whole lot to say. 
 So on the first day of shooting we’re filming exteriors 
around an Indian village. It’s in the dead of winter and a frosty 
40 degrees below zero, but I’m in the sound truck where it’s 
a toasty 10 degrees below zero. As I’m blowing on the wind-
shield trying to clean a line of sight onto the set, I see the 
boomman setting up a ladder directly in front of the arc light 
which the cameraman happens to be using for his key. I think 
to myself “he is blind” and jump out of the truck and run over 
to the boomman who is now climbing up the ladder with his 
fishpole in hand. I quickly explained to him why he can’t station 
himself where he is and reached up and grabbed the fishpole 
from him. A big mistake. In my haste, I had forgotten to put 
on my gloves and my bare hands immediately froze solid to 
the fishpole. It took about 15 minutes and a lot of hot water 
to free my frozen hands. I lost some skin on my left hand but 
other than that it wasn’t too bad. Luckily, I had been a boom-
man myself for many years and I easily guided the lost soul 
through his chores for the rest of the day. The next morning, 
the company flew in a boomman from Hollywood and things 

Charlie on The Entertainer - mixing down from 24 tracks
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settled down to a normal routine. 
 I found out later the poor guy was actually an out of 
work dubbing mixer. Now I have to admit that all the loca-
tions weren’t that tough and one example was a movie called 
I Sailed to Tahiti With An All Girl Crew. We spent three quarters 
of the shoot in Hawaii sailing around the island of Oahu in a 
hundred foot sloop. Our cast consisted of four beautiful ac-
tresses and Gardner McKay was the lead actor who played the 
captain of the boat. McKay at the time was supposedly the 
handsomest man in the world. I actually thought I was but the 
magazines and periodicals that had his picture plastered on 
their covers didn’t agree, so I had to give him his due. Gardner 
had starred earlier in a TV show called, Adventures In Para-
dise. The producers thought he was a perfect fit for the part. 
The trouble was his good looks couldn’t make up for a terrible 
script which eventually turned into an even worse movie. But 
that didn’t stop all of us from having a great time and becom-
ing good friends. Gardner had a great sense of humor and 
was a super guy to pal around with and we proceeded to have 
a lot of adventures of our own. I was single at the time and 
that certainly added to the festivities. For me, the movie could 
have been retitled A Boomman in Paradise… I’ll let your imagi-
nation do the rest. 
 Years earlier, I traveled on my first location to Bend, Or-
egon on the TV western Have Gun Will Travel. I was the cable-
man and Andy Gilmore was the boomman. Andy exclusively 
used the Fisher boom so where the camera went the Fisher 
followed. Andy would remove the arm hoist it onto his shoul-
der and head up the hill and I would trail quickly along pulling 
the base of the boom behind me. 
 Andy could perform magic with the fisher and I learned a 
ton of tricks just watching him work, but besides the mastery 
that he exhibited over his job, it was also his personality that 
made things work. Andy was a joy to be around and with his 
quick wit and joking manner he got the camera people, electri-
cians and grips to cooperate with anything he might need to 
make his job easier. It was a combination of know-how and 

likeability that brought us all together for him. It was a lesson 
learned and I tried to duplicate through the years… 
 I worked on a movie called Fist starring Sylvester Stal-
lone. We shot the show mostly in Iowa. This one time, a little 
before midnight, we were on our last shot and it was an easy 
one. The actor, Tony LoBianco, is simply walking up a flight of 
stairs on the side of a warehouse and entering the door at the 
top of the steps. No dialogue. Norman Jewison, the director, 
is sitting next to me where he often plants himself. We roll 
camera. I voice slate it, Norman calls action! Tony walks up 
the stairs and enters the warehouse. Norman calls cut, looks 
over at me and I’m shaking my head. “What’s the matter?” 
Norman whispers. First of all, you have to understand Norman 
and I have a great relationship. Thinking I’m being very witty, I 

A young Wilborn off the Hawaii coast for ...All Girl Crew

Tom Cruise & wilborn - Day of Thunder

Al palcino & Charlie during The Godfather II
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say with a straight face, “I could use more authority on those 
footsteps Norman.”
 Norman, not thinking and half asleep turns to Tony who 
is now standing at the bottom of the stairs, informs him that 
we’re doing one more take and this time he wants more au-
thority on Tony’s footsteps. We roll the camera, I voice slate, 
the sticks are hit and Norman calls out action but Tony stands 
immobilized at the foot of the stairs, a look of total confu-
sion plastered across his face. Now you have to understand 
that Tony is a no-nonsense person, a street guy, a boxer who 
fought in the Golden Gloves and he’s not one to mince his 
words. “How in the f--- do I do that Norman?” he yells out. 
Norman realizing he’s been duped, pauses for a moment then 
tells Tony to forget the request, that we’ll print the previous 
take. 
 The assistant director calls out wrap and Norman gets 
out of his chair and walks off the set completely ignoring me, 
thank God. A few weeks later on the same picture, we’re shoot-
ing in a cemetery with Stallone who is playing a Jimmy Hoffa 
type character. The scene calls for Sly to cry as he stands over 
the gravesite of one of his fallen union brothers. Sly’s having 
a tough time bringing up the tears, but after ten takes and 
going into meal penalty we strike water. The tears finally flow 
and we get our print. Norman Jewison, as he often does, looks 
over at me and asks for playback. I quickly pop open the lid 
of the Nagara, place my finger across the tape and throw the 
machine into reverse.
 The reel spins backwards as I listen for the end tone of 
the previous take that signals me where to start. Finally the 
end tone chirps out and I stop the tape and start the play-
back. Everyone stands expectantly around the Nagra waiting 
to hear my voice slate that will signal the beginning of the 
scene. The tape continues to turn but no voice slate is heard 
and to my horror not a sound comes out the Nagra’s speaker. 
Have I somehow not recorded the scene? “What’s going on?” 
Norman impatiently demands. “I don’t know,” I say. “It seems I 
didn’t record the scene. There’s nothing on the tape. No take 
ten.” “What?” Norman demands, “How the hell could that hap-
pen? I’ve never heard of such a thing!” “Either have I!” I answer 
as I fiddle with the Nagra. “This has never happened to me 

Charlie with Stallone and Jewison on the set of F.I.S.T.

before… never! I just don’t know how but the takes’ not here.” 
Sly looks like he’s going to cry. Norman looks like he wants to 
kill me and the producer, Pat Palmer, looks like he’s going to 
kill me. “Okay,” Norman abruptly calls out. “This wil be the first 
shot after lunch, let’s go eat and Wilborn, figure out what the 
hell you did wrong!”
 Everyone walks dejectedly away as I look down at the re-
corder which had never failed me before. I throw the machine 
into reverse again running it over the unrecorded portion of 
the tape and suddenly, out of nowhere, it’s there, my voice, 
“Take ten.” I did record it! 
 “Norman,” I call out excitedly. “I’ve got it! Take ten. It’s all 
here. It’s okay. I did record it!” Sly turns and pumps his fist into 
the air and Norman just stares back across the cemetery at 
me. Finally, he called out to me in a loud voice, “You don’t think 
this had anything to do with more authority on the footsteps 
do you?” I knew better than to answer as Norman and the 
group turned and walked back towards the lunch area. 
 I prayed to God that Norman didn’t think I was kidding 
around. I’m crazy but no that crazy. Getting back to the prob-
lem, the only thing I can figure is that something got stuck 
over the playback head. I never found anything and I cleaned 
the heads religiously. It remains a mystery to this day. The 
stillman on the show took a picture of this and Sly gave me a 
copy with the inscription “The day the sun almost dies, Bliss, 
Sly.”
 Believe it or not, Norman continued to hire me and as 
usual we kidded and joked around with one another. On one 
particular night on the movie A Soldier’s Story, Norman and a 
group of us were standing around the sound cart talking after 
dinner. Norman decided he didn’t want to stand any longer 
and pulled my highback directors chair out from behind the 
cart and placed it in the middle of our group. No sooner did 
he settle back in to the chair than it fell apart and collapsed 
into a thundering pile of canvas and sticks. Thank God Nor-
man wasn’t hurt, except for maybe his pride. “How in the hell 
did that happen?” he blurted out as I helped him off the floor. 
“I’m sorry Norman,” I answered, “But nobody rides my horse 
trigger!” To my relief, everyone laughed, including Norman. 
 Another “more voice” incident that’s worth repeating in-
volved Steve McQueen. We were working for Sam Peckinpah 
on a film called Junior Bonner in Prescott Arizona. In the scene, 
Steve was sitting in a booth in a bar having a sandwich and 
sipping on a beer as he talked to his father played by Robert 
Preston. Preston of The Music Man fame always spoke up and 
was never a problem. Steve was the exact opposite and al-
most always underplayed whoever he happened to be acting 
in a scene with. Often with Peckinpah’s approval, I had to ask 
Steve for more voice, but on this one particular time, I decided 
to use a different tack. Instead of quietly explaining to Steve 
that the ambiance in the noisy bar was burying his dialogue, I 
simply called out in a loud voice, “Steve, you mind muttering a 
little louder!”
 Steve was poised over his sandwich as I called out my re-
quest but instead of taking a bite out of it, he reared back and 
threw it at me. It was all done in good humor and everyone 
had a good laugh and yes, when things quieted down, he did 
mutter a little louder. By the way, the sandwich was a ham and 
cheese on rye. S&P



tioned on industry sites like Produc-
tionHUB can be a useful tool. Creating 
a simple profile and showing off demo 
reels helps those searching for crew 
members find you quickly and easily. 
Just don’t be discouraged if you’re not 
working right now, people are out there 
looking to hire; you just have to take the 
time to position yourself apart from the 
rest.
Use sites like LinkedIn, Twitter and Fa-
cebook to help market yourself to po-
tential clients. But be sure your profiles 
across those social media are clean, 
consistent and show progression 
since about 70 percent of recruiters 
and hiring managers look online for 
information about applicants. (Ac-
cording to a study commissioned by Mi-
crosoft.)
 Looking for a job is a job in itself, 
but with diligence, strategy and a stroke 
of luck, it can be done. Just remember to 
position and market yourself (and your 
content) to where you would want to be 
found.  So don’t just find jobs. Let your 
personal brand, talents, and goals be 
obvious and consistent everywhere you 
showcase them, and make employers 
come and find you.

 The journey of a freelance produc-
tion professional can be a bitter sweet 
one. Our industry can put you on the 
field of the Super Bowl, or behind the 
scenes at a red carpet. But when times 
get rough or you’re on an extended hia-
tus, what do you do?  Competition can 
be brutal and learning to gain new cli-
ents can be just as crucial as keeping 
old ones. For those looking for constant 
work, it’s all about being proactive and 
networking oneself in ways that make 
you stand out from the crowd.
Besides creating relationships while 
working on set and through various 
contacts, you can find very targeted 
production jobs through niche online 
sites like ProductionHUB.com.
 Scott Goodman is a perfect example 
of someone who has positioned himself 
on ProductionHUB as a successful vid-
eographer. “It’s always helpful to have 
a reel to show someone to whom you 
have been recommended and likewise, 
it’s a good idea to have a number of 
reels - each geared to a specific genre. 
I don’t want to show someone my un-
derwater work when I’m trying to get a 
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spot in sports,” explains Goodman. “Be-
tween my profile on ProductionHub and 
my website, I’m able to post work to a 
lot more potential employers.”
Another simple way Goodman suggests 
to keep doors open is to email your 
projects to friends and associates you 
worked with as a friendly way of keep-
ing in touch. This way you’re marketing 
yourself without being extremely overt.
 Everyone has different tactics for 
finding work, but if you’re interested in 
using ProductionHub, the site’s secret 
weapon to get hired is to use the “re-
quest engine.” With this, users can type 
in their request (e.g. I need a mixer for a 
shoot in Hollywood next month) and re-
ceive competitive bids. Companies like 
ESPN, Discovery Channel and Disney 
regularly use the request engine to hire 
crew. 
 Gila Stern, the Production Co-
ordinator of a nationally syndicated 
news-magazine style show, constantly 
uses the ProductionHUB request en-
gine to find production profession-
als to hire. “ProductionHUB is always 
the first place we go to find reli-
able, experienced crews,” says Stern.  
Making sure you’re located and posi-
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Geek Gear
Sound Devices PIX 240
Sound Devices has introduced a top-of-the-line video recorder called the PIX 240 
(also available in a slimmed-down 220 format). The PIX 240 video recorder adds 
Quicktime recording using Apple ProRes or Avid DNxHD to any HDMI-or HD-SDI 
equipped high-definition video camera. The Quicktime files record to Compact-
Flash cards or a removable 2.5-inch solid-state hard drive that must be paired 
with the PIX Caddy which is inserted into the side of the machine. Sound Devices 
slapped the PIX 240 with their highest quality microphone preamps we’ve all 
grown to love and [has] accepts 8 channels of embedded audio on HD-SDI and 2 
channels on the HDMI side. It carries a -128dBu input noise and a 115db dynamic 
range A/D. Street price is set at $2,749. 

Petrol Bags Deca CamWrap
Petrol Bags has introduced an equipment protection solution for Sony 
PMW-500, 350 and 320 cameras called the Deca CamWrap. Uniquely de-
signed to shield equipment while on location, this easy-to-use cover safe-
guards the camera body from unwanted scratches or dust. It’s made of 
black, layered 3D Micro-Fiber Mesh (3DM) that keeps the camera cool and 
well ventilated. The CamWrap offers fast and easy access to all camera 
features and the oversized transparent polyurethane windows provide 
maximum visibility of controls. The rear battery cover is equipped with two 
connectors for detachable pouches for wireless receivers and transmit-
ters, which they included one pouch in the kit. It also include a protective 
viewfinder sleeve that can be opened to enable access to the camera’s LCD 
screen and a built-in rain cover. The (PW503) asking price is around $250.

Zoom H2n
The Zoom H2n features their best microphones yet and is the only portable re-
corder with five mic capsules onboard. This design enables the H2n to offer four 
unique recording modes: Mid-Side (MS) stereo, 90° X/Y stereo, 2-channel and 
4-channel surround sound. Using the H2n’s Mid-Side and X/Y mics together, you 
can create stunning 360° surround sound recordings. Choose between 2-channel 
mode, which combines the Mid-Side and X/Y mics, and 4-channel mode, which 
records two separate stereo files, allowing you even more post-production capa-
bility. The unit features a battery life of 20 hours and has a price of $199.

K-Tek Tadpoles
The lightweight K-Tek Tadpoles feature the 
same quality materials and craftsmanship as 
K-Tek’s trademark boom poles but in a short-
ened form. They pack up in one-foot (30.4cm) 
or two-foot (60.9cm) lengths and can extend 
up to 6’ 8” (203cm) depending upon the model. 
The K-Tad Short is a 3-section aluminum mini 
boom pole with a mini ball head fixed to a ¼ x 
20 threaded stud. The ball head helps position 
the device any way the operator chooses. Col-
lapsed, it’s as short as 1’ (30.4cm) and extends 
to 2’ (60.9cm). The 4-section K-Tad Long col-
lapses to 1’2” (35cm) and extends to almost 
3’ (91cm). For even greater reach, the alumi-
num K-Tad 79 packs up under 2’ but extends 
to an ample 6’8” (203cm). K-Tad Short $93.10.  
K-Tad Long $109.25.

Lectrosonics HH Transmitter
The Lectrosonics HH Handheld Transmitter is the lat-
est addition to their Digital Hybrid Wireless microphone 
system. The coolest feature on this transmitter is its 
ability to accept third party, thread-on capsules from 
several of the top mic manufacturers. It’s powered by 
AA batteries and features a membrane switch control 
panel concealed under the battery compartment cover. 
The control panel interface and menus are intuitive for 
quick setup and adjustment. Two bi-color LEDs provide 
accurate level indication for precise gain control. A 
separate switch on the body of the transmitter can be 
configured for talkback or mute functions. The RF 
output power is selectable at 50 or 100mW for 
extended operating range or extended battery 
life as needed for the application. All this, 
and a really nicely balanced and comfortable
feel and finish. Street price is set at 
$1,500 without a capsule.
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Neumann DMI-2
The Neumann DMI-2 Digital Microphone Interface is a separate, two-Channel 
device which converts the AES 42 data format supplied by the Microphone 
into an AES/EBU signal. When connecting to a computer via USB port and a 
USB to RS 485 interface converter, it allows for several DMI-2s to be cascad-
ed for multiple microphone use. In addition to a word clock input and output, it 
also has an internal word clock generator. The DMI-2 is operated via the Neu-
mann RCS remote control software, which is installed on a desktop or laptop 
computer. The computer is connected to the DMI-2 via a USB port and a USB 
to RS 485 Interface converter. When a large number of microphones are used, 
multiple DMI-2s can be cascaded to control each microphone indvidually. In 
addition to a Word Clock input and output, the DMI-2 also has an internal Word 
Clock generator. Priced around $1,049.95. 

Litepanels Hilio
Litepanels will soon realease the new Hilio High Output LED light. The fixture 
answers the need for an LED soft light capable of throwing illumination over a 20 
to 25 foot (6 to 7.5 meter) distance. Hilio provides 5600°K color balance light, uti-
lizing an array of 72 daylight LEDs that are focused to a 15° angle. Hilio provides 
a high output while remaining incredibly energy efficient, only drawing a paltry 
125W, yet provides the luminance output of a 1000W conventional tungsten or 
650W HMI. The Hilio can be dimmed from 100% to zero without noticeable shift 
in color temperature. Meausred at 10” x 14” x 4 this LED requires nodowntime 
for re-strike as it’s a cool runing under any setting. The asking price for all this 
power is $3,495.

Shure SRH240A Headphones
Shure designed the new SRH240A 
headphones with comfort in mind. 
The re-engineered headband and 
earcup contruction give a more 
ergonmoic, relaxed fit with excel-
lent sound reproduction. With 40 
mm neodymium dynamic drivers 
optimized for general listening and 
monitoring, the SRH240A Head-
phones reproduce deep bass with 
clear mids and highs. The imped-
ance, power handling and sensitiv-
ity on the SHR240A headphones are 
all calibrated for connection to most 
consumer and professional audio 
devices. The kit includes a threaded 
1/4” (6.3 mm) nickel-plated adapter 
and has a price of $59.99.

Zaxcom TRX900LTH
The Zaxcom TRX900LTH is 
the latest addition to the 
TRX series of digital wireless 
transmitters. It looks very sim-
ilar to the LT model, but this 
version carries a switchable 
power output setting of 25, 
50 or 125mW.  While you’re 
in the 125mW output, the 
operating distance increases 
by an average of 50% over 
the traditional 50mW. This is 
the first transmitter Zaxcom 
has implemented a new pat-

ent pending feature called “Power Roll”.  Power Roll works by boost-
ing transmitter power up to 125mW when audio is being recordedby 
a ZaxNet compatible recorder.  When not actively in use, the power 
output is reduced to 50mW to extend battery life and eliminate heat 
generation. The unit comes standard with internal recording and a 
built-in timecode reader/generator and receiver for remote control 
and timecode. Street price is $1,595.

Have a product you want to submit for Geek Gear?
Contact daron@coffeysound.com
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